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There is a recurring ambivalence in the works of Patric Sandri: subtle conflicts between form 
and content, space and surface, between the autonomy and contingency of an ‘image’. On 
one hand, Sandri’s practice could be interpreted as a subversive deconstruction of traditional 
panel painting, but conversely his techniques and materials express a devoted commitment 
to the medium’s most fundamental elements. Structural features of the canvas such as the 
stretcher frame and its wooden support struts are repeatedly used as key compositional sub-
jects, foregrounding the sculptural and architectural qualities of painting. Meanwhile, notions 
of ‘image’ in the work are often elusive, ephemeral, or displaced by perceptual illusions, as 
though reluctant to admit their material conditions.

Displacement, projection, reflection – interior edges, reverse surfaces. These are important 
devices throughout Sandri’s practice. Soft light seems to hum from an unseen source some-
where behind or within a canvas; a coloured glow framing clean, diagrammatic compositions. 
This is a simulation created by applying bright neon pigment to the hidden inner edges of the 
stretcher frame, which then radiates a blush of colour from the wall behind the painting. In 
place of traditional canvas, Sandri stretches the frame in translucent voile fabric so that the 
colour radiates through, appearing to hover in an illusory space, gloating its apparent inde-
pendence from both voile and wall. However, dependency and contingency are really at the 
core of these works, as the appearance of the colour-image relies entirely on its surrounding 
context: it exists only as a relation of proximity and reflection between the ambient light of the 
room and the architecture surrounding the work. Since the neon-painted surfaces are turned 
furtively toward the wall, only a hazy projection is suggested to the viewer. 

Sandri works within a concise visual language, an anagrammatic reworking of a set principles. 
He has compared his approach to a mathematical exercise: an effort to map out nuanced 
relationships between space and image. He continues his investigation of contingency and 
contextuality in these relationships with another subversion of painting’s structural elements, 
in which sections of coloured polyester are fixed in layers to the frame’s wooden support 
struts. Here, colour does not float ambiguously but is bound securely to the structure. The 
wooden struts, located at various heights within the frame, remain visible through the translu-
cent mesh and thus become formal elements of the composition. The patchwork of coloured 
fabric is subdued and compressed by a final layer of translucent white mesh – a process which 
Sandri likens to the application of glazes to secure pigment in traditional oil painting. However, 
despite the fixing, binding, securing gestures inscribed in these works, fluidity and uncertainty 
remain. The layering of polyester mesh creates a ‘moiré’ effect: a perceptual interference 
caused by the overlaid gridded weave of the fabric. Surfaces purr with visual friction as one 
moves towards or past the work. Unpredictable patterns emerge, shift, lapse. This then, is 
another ambivalence between form and content: the layered mesh is both what contains and 
displaces the image. The image is dependent on its medium, and yet refuses to stay fixed.  

Movement is an important painterly tool throughout Sandri’s practice, as it widens the poten-
tial for perceptual errors and contradictions which inform his compositional ideas. This atten-
tion to movement also indicates the significance of architecture, not only for Sandri’s works, 
but indeed for any encounter with images. Architectural structures shape a viewer’s passage 
through space, thus creating or denying certain perspectives, and thus determining which 
images are revealed or concealed. Sandri’s practice repeatedly points to this contingency of 
perception, reflecting on the idea that an image is never independent of its medium, context, 
or the gaze of a viewer, but depends delicately on the interaction of these elements. In these 
works, colour arrives indirectly; the material conditions which create an image are also what 
obscures or destabilises it. By creating ambivalent contradictions between appearance and 
concealment, structure and fluidity, Sandri’s works resist decisive categorisation. Ambivalence 
here is not felt as a frustrated impasse, but rather a graceful suspension of conclusion. 

Text: Bryony Dawson, Berlin, 2023

Biography



UNTITLED: NEW PAINTING FROM SOUTHERN GERMANY AND SWITZERLAND
Group exhibition
Museum zu Allerheiligen, Schaffhausen (CH), 2023
4 December 2022 - 16 April 2023



Untitled (Composition with a Red, a Yellow and a Blue Rectangle)
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transparent trevira fabric
209× 209 × 209 cm
2027 - 2022



Untitled (to J.A.)
Acrylic on canvas (three parts: 20 × 20 × 2 cm, 30 × 30 × 2 cm, 40 × 40 × 2 cm)
40 × 40 × 21 cm
2021



VON DEN DINGEN
Group exhibition
Kunsthalle Luzern, Lucerne (CH)
25 June  –  7 August 2022

Untitled (C&P, C&P, C&P, C&P)
Acrylic on wood, transparent polyester fabrics
90 x 160 x 9 cm each
2022









Untitled (C&P, C&P, C&P, C&P)
Untitled (SCRN 1-5)

Even though Patric Sandri likes to call himself a painter, he always cultivates an unconventional 
and experimental approach to his painting media. At the Kunsthalle Luzern, he presents two 
new, serial groups of works whose stretcher frames are spanned and overlaid at different 
intervals with transparent, delicately coloured polyester fabrics, similar to a weaving process. 
This overlapping is comparable to the glazing and layering of paint in painting. The fabrics are 
attached to the wooden stretcher bars, whose arrangement in turn is subject to certain grids 
and rules. Patric Sandri explores, deconstructs and rearranges the appearance of the paintings 
and their support until the materiality of the material manifests itself as a delightful perception. 
A closer look reveals an optical moiré effect; the superimposition of the regular fabric grids in 
turn creates new structural patterns that seem to move depending on the angle at which the 
works are viewed. This movement of the moirée is an integral aesthetic component of the 
works. Patric Sandri›s paintings are thus content and medium at the same time, whereby he 
places great emphasis on perception in relation to the aspect of seeing. In addition, his geo-
metric-looking works, their formats and the moirée effect refer to digital surfaces, as they also 
arise when using screens of computers and smartphones, among other things.

Text: Michael Sutter, Curator Kunsthalle Luzern

Untitled (SCRN 1)
Acrylic on wood, overlaid dyed transparent polyester fabrics
50 x 28 x 5 cm
2022



Untitled (SCRN 3)
Acrylic on wood, overlaid dyed transparent polyester fabrics
50 x 28 x 5 cm
2022

Untitled (SCRN 2)
Acrylic on wood, overlaid dyed transparent polyester fabrics
50 x 28 x 5 cm
2022





Untitled (SCRN 5)
Acrylic on wood, overlaid dyed transparent polyester fabrics
50 x 28 x 5 cm
2022

Untitled (SCRN 4)
Acrylic on wood, overlaid dyed transparent polyester fabrics
50 x 28 x 5 cm
2022





ARTGENÈVE
Group presentation with Michael Eul, Hanna Roeckle & Adam Thompson
Palexpo, Geneva (CH)
2 March  –  6 March 2022

Untitled (Painting 8, 12, 10, 9, 11)
Acrylic on wood, overlaid dyed transparent polyester fabrics
60 x 50 x 4.5 cm each
2022



Untitled (Painting 10)
Acrylic on wood, overlaid dyed transparent polyester fabrics
60 x 50 x 4.5 cm
2022



Untitled (Painting 12)
Acrylic on wood, overlaid dyed transparent polyester fabrics
60 x 50 x 4.5 cm
2021

Untitled (Painting 11)
Acrylic on wood, overlaid dyed transparent polyester fabrics
60 x 50 x 4.5 cm
2021



TRANSPOSITIONS
Solo exhibition
multipleart, Zurich (CH)
15 May  –  11 June 2020

Untitled (White Lines)
Acrylic on wood and synthetic polymers and acrylic on voile polyester
150 × 100 × 2 cm each
2020





Untitled (White Lines 4)
Acrylic on wood and synthetic polymers and acrylic on voile polyester
150 × 100 × 2 cm 
2020

Untitled (White Lines 2)
Acrylic on wood and synthetic polymers and acrylic on voile polyester
150 × 100 × 2 cm 
2020





Untitled (White Lines 9)
Acrylic on wood and synthetic polymers and acrylic on voile polyester
150 × 100 × 2 cm 
2020

“If it looks real and feels real, do you think it matters if it’s real?”
Daniel Nayeri, Another Faust

In this series of works, Patric Sandri works with lines that stand free in the pictorial space. 
These are painted on the back of a completely transparent voile / polyester fabric with white 
and then in the neon colours red, yellow and blue. With this fabric you cannot see neither the 
fabric nor a structure. Therefore the lines seem to float freely in the air. The viewer perceives 
the colours on the back only as reflection and radiation. The view of the colour is completely 
denied to the viewer. As if out of themselves, the lines shine and reflect light from apparently 
unknown origins. The white lines become a light source. The neon pigmentation - neon pig-
ments are larger than other colour pigments and therefore create a real inherent luminosity in 
the room - form an additional illusory space, which opens up a further level of objecthood. 

These works formally approach light art even more closely - and yet always remains commit-
ted to painting.

Text: Nando Palla, multipleart

Transpositions



Untitled (White Lines 16)
Acrylic on wood and synthetic polymers and acrylic on voile polyester
150 × 100 × 2 cm
2020

Untitled (White Lines 6)
Acrylic on wood and synthetic polymers and acrylic on voile polyester
150 × 100 × 2 cm
2020



Untitled (White Lines 15)
Acrylic on wood and synthetic polymers and acrylic on voile polyester
150 × 100 × 2 cm
2020

Untitled (White Lines 5)
Acrylic on wood and synthetic polymers and acrylic on voile polyester
150 × 100 × 2 cm
2020



Untitled (White Lines 17)
Acrylic on wood and synthetic polymers and acrylic on voile polyester
150 × 100 × 2 cm 
2020



ME, YOU, MYSELF, YOURSELF, I AND YOU
with Adam Thompson
Vebikus Kunsthalle, Schaffhausen (CH)
6 March  –  19 April 2020





Themselves
Acrylic on raw canvas behind transparent white cotton fabric
77 × 53.5 × 2.5 cm  
2020
Collaboration between Patric Sandri and Adam Thompson

With this exhibition, the two artists Patric Sandri and Adam Thompson want to use the con-
ventional exhibition format in a new way and break up the exhibition rhythm lived up to now. 
Instead of a classical juxtaposition of works created in the studios of the two artists, they are 
striving for an intensive collaboration.

They are exchanging works of art that have already begun and works that have not yet been 
completed. These are then viewed, interpreted and completed in the studio of the other artist 
in his or her own way. Their aim is to present, in contrast to the usual, jointly created works 
which, as in a symbiosis, can no longer be viewed separately and thus merge into a new 
whole, a new work. 

The works developed together for the exhibition space are only completed together in the 
exhibition space and are thus to a certain extent bound to the exhibition space. The exhibition 
space thus becomes a shared studio of symbiosis.

The two artists are curious to what extent their personal way of working and view of their own 
work changes when they are confronted with different approaches to work. To what extent 
can such a confrontation detach one from one’s own artistic universe, expand it or even com-
plete it?

Text: Vebikus Kunsthalle Schaffhausen

Me, You, Myself, Yourself, I and You





It
Acrylic and emanel on wood
80 × 80 × 80 cm
2020
Collaboration between Patric Sandri and Adam Thompson



I 
Acrylic on canvas, dispersion on wall
203.5 × 143.5 × 4 cm 
2020
Collaboration between Patric Sandri and Adam Thompson





Ourselves (r ight side)
Acrylic on and behind canvas mounted on wood covered with raw canvas
60 × 57 × 6 cm, 2020
Collaboration between Patric Sandri and Adam Thompson



ART GENEVA
Solo presentation with multipleart
Palexpo, Genf (CH)
30 January  –  2 February 2020



Yes, Maybe, No
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transparent cotton
309 × 100 × 4.5 cm
2020



Yes, No, Maybe
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transparent cotton
207 × 207 × 104.5 cm
2020



No, Maybe, Yes
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transparent cotton
309 × 150 × 4.5 cm
2020



GROSSE REGIONALE
Group exhibition
AlteFabrik, Rapperswil (CH)
24 November 2019  –  2 January 2020



NEUE STAFFEL
with Roman Gysin
Å+, Berlin (DE)
13 September  –  26 October 2019



Neue Staffel
Roman Gysind & Patric Sandri
Mixed media 
175 x 69 x 20 cm
2019

In his works Patric Sandri (*1979, lives and works in Zurich) explores the medial and formal 
conditions of painting, space and sculpture, with which he explores the discourse of percep-
tion and seeing, and the references between art and design. Each work begins with a system-
ic principle defined by the artist. Based on the spatial conditions, he defines the relationship of 
the central recurring components of his works to each other - wood, canvas, and the primary 
colours yellow, red, blue - in every detail of the execution up to positioning in the room. This 
results in works that are on the one hand monochrome paintings, but can also be understood 
as sculptural wall elements. The special neon pigmentation chosen by the artist - neon pig-
ments are larger than other colour pigments and therefore create a real luminosity of their own 
- they form a colorfield that opens up another level of objecthood.

For the exhibition «Neuer Staffel» an extensive series of sculptural works was created for the 
first time. For this Sandri works again with a systemic principle. The starting point of all works 
shown is 3 wooden sticks, 2 wooden panels of equal length and neon pigments in yellow, 
red and blue. With this fixed set, a kind of fragmentary modular construction kit, the artist 
plays with the various possibilities of combination. Out of this, he creates settings that remain 
ambiguous in their appearance and functionality. Despite the strict self-imposed guidelines, 
fragile-looking objects emerge from, which look like personalized characters playfully balance 
between equilibrium and imbalance. As if by themselves, they shine and reflect light from 
seemingly unknown origins. While Sandri‘s earlier works are strongly committed to mono-
chrome painting and minimal art, this series opens a new chapter in his work with which a 
poetic moment enters his practice and expresses the fragility of the life surrounding us.

Text: Cornelia Huth

Neue Staffel



Is it dead?
Acrylic on wood
105 × 19.5 × 20 cm 
2019



... every morning.
Acrylic on wood
60 × 82.2 × 60 cm 
2019



I usually write in my underwear and three dogs sleeping at my feet.
Acrylic on wood
80 × 18.5 × 20 cm 
2019





I’ve always loved the scent of rose; it‘s just the most beautiful scent.
Acrylic on wood
60 x 69.1 x 20 cm
2019



Projection (Pink Cube)
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transpa-
rent cotton
80 x 20 x 2 cm, 2018

Projection 
(50/50 Composition with 3 Canvas and Colours)
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transpa-
rent cotton, 60 x 60 x 2 cm, 2018

Projection 
(50/50 Composition with 3 Canvas and 3 Colours)
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transpa-
rent cotton, 80 x 20 x 2 cm, 2018

THREE THREE THREE
Solo exhibition
Kore Contemporary, Bern (CH)
7 June  –  12 July 2018



Relief (50/50 Composition with 3 Canvas and 3 Colours)
Gesso and acrylic on canvas
80 x 20 x 2 cm
2018

Relief 
(50/50 Composition with 3 Canvas and 3 Colours)
Gesso and acrylic on canvas
60 x 60 x 6 cm, 2018

Relief (Pink Cube)
Gesso and acrylic on canvas
20 x 20 x 7 cm
2018



Untitled (50/50 Composition with 3 Canvas and 3 Colours)
Acrylic on and on the backside of the canvas
30 × 30 × 16 cm
2017

For the exhibition ‚Three Three Three’ Patric Sandri created three correlating series of works 
installed in three nearly equal consecutive gallery spaces.Sandri’s gracefully constructed 
pieces move between the modes of sculpture, painting, and installation. Each room shows 
a different interpretation of the artists approach with the medium of painting. Sandri’s works 
are compnents that, when walking through the gallery spaces, illustrate the conditions of their 
coexistence that relate to each other in terms of interprettions of compositions and color-
systems. The viewer conducts a visual-mental reconstruction of the separate works as they 
navigate the three gallery spaces.

Three Three Three



FILTER
Solo exhibition 
Å+, Berlin (DE)
27 April  –  26 May 2018

The site-specific installation consists of: acrylic on wood, on forex, 33 elements
Left wall: 518 x 413 cm, middle wall: 575 x 413 cm, right wall: 509 x 413 cm







XYZ
Solo exhibition
FAQ, Basel (CH)
4 May –  1 June 2018

The site-specific installation consists of:
9 wooden panels, each 250 x 50 cm, acrylic on wood
Left wall: 610 × 270 cm, wall in the middle: 296 × 270 cm, right wall: 610 × 270 cm



The site-specific installation consists of:
Acrylic on wood (part of the room)
Left wall: 380 × 900 cm, wall in the middle: 620 × 900 cm, right wall: 380 × 900 cm

COMPOSITION WITH RED, YELLOW AND BLUE
Solo exhibition
Museum Angra do Heroismo (MAH) (Azores)
30. September 2017 – 30. Januar 2018





Untitled (Composition with a Red, a Yellow and a Blue Rectangle)
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transparent cotton
90× 60 × 4.5 cm each
2017

FRANK PIASTA & PATRIC SANDRI
with Frank Piasta 
multipleart, Zurich (CH)
26. Oktober – 16. Dezember 2017



Untitled (Composition with a Red, a Yellow and a Blue Rectangle)
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transparent cotton
209× 209 × 209 cm
2017

WORK AND RESIDENCY GRANTS OF THE CITY OF ZURICH
Group exhibition
Helmhaus, Zurich (CH)
14 July – 27 August 2017



PAINT(H)INGS
Solo exhibitin
Galerie Lisa Kandlhofer, Vienna (AT)
4  May – 3 June 2017

Untitled (Composition with 3 Rectangles and 3 Colours)
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transparent cotton
156 × 522 × 10 cm
2017



Untitled (Composition with 3 Rectangles and 3 Colours)
Paint on wood construction behind transparent cotton
96 × 306 × 10 cm
2017



Untitled (Composition with 3 Rectangles and 3 Colours)
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transparent cotton
308 × 248 × 10 cm
2017

Untitled (Inbetween 3 Rectangles and 3 Colours)
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transparent cotton
36 × 36 × 10 cm
2017



50/50
Solo exhibition
Ultrastudio, Pescara (IT)
23 April – 20 May 2017

The site-specific installation consists of:
Acrylic on wooden constructions
Left wall: 330 x 300 cm, wall in the middle: 482 x 390 cm, right wall: 345 x 300 cm



Untitled
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transpa-
rent cotton
150 × 120 × 4.5 cm, 2016

BETWEEN NUMBERS AND POEMS
Solo exhibition
Annarumma Gallery, Naples (IT)
22 September – 22 October 2016

Untitled
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transpa-
rent cotton
je 150 × 120 × 4.5 cm, 2016



Untitled
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transparent cotton
200 × 130 cm
2016

Untitled
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transparent cotton
200 × 130 cm
2016



Untitled
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transparent cotton
120 × 90 cm
2016

Untitled
Acrylic on wood construction covered by a transparent cotton
200 × 130 cm
2016



Untitled (Painting after R.S.)
Dispersion paint on wood and acrylic on the lower surface of the wooden panels
Dimensions variable
2016

SOFTENING THE MARGIN
Group exhibition 
Project175, Zurich (CH)
29 – 31 July 2016



The site-specific installation consists of:
Coloured transparent cotton fabrics stretched on 
white lacquered wooden frames:
2 neon pink canvas: each 300 × 324 × 5.8 cm

1 neon pink canvas: 300 × 220 × 5.8 cm
2 neon yellow canvas: each 300 × 324 × 5.8 cm
1 neon yellow canvas: 300 × 220 × 5.8 cm
2 neon blue canvas: each 300 × 220 × 5.8 cm

EIGHT CANVAS – ONE PAINTING
Solo exhibition
BALTSprojects, Zurich (CH)
2 June – 16 July 2016









In the exhibition ‚Eight Canvas - One Painting’ Patric Sandri transforms the tools of painting 
(stretcher bars, canvas and paint) into the gallery space. He installs eight dyed transparent can-
vas in the colors neon pink, neon yellow and blue in the gallery. The lights installed and from 
the windows subserve and complete the ‚painting‘. The intense colors from the transparent 
canvas glow and stretch themselves out into the room, reflect and radiate on the gallery walls, 
floor and roof which are dipped in colored light. The architecture of the space becomes a part 
of the composition. The ‘image’ changes in relation to time and weather. The physical experi-
ence of the pictorial plane can be regarded through the experienced space.

Painting has it’s visual parameters, but couldn’t these be implemented in an alternative way 
through an intensified questioning of the role and perception of the artist as observer and vice 
versa? Patric Sandri proposes a detachment from the rigor and age-long practice of painting 
in the form of panel painting that has been executed for centuries. Shouldn’t the architecture 
of painting be questioned once more and revised in terms of implementing its media content 
more precisely?

Traditionally the viewer is confronted with a plane, mainly one surface, suggesting a pictorial 
space which is attached to an object. The perception of this pictorial space results through de-
tachment from actuality similar to a view out of the window. In this sense a painting presents 
itself in the exhibition room like an island in the ocean. Maybe the painting is able to create 
references within this space, but simultaneously it is trapped in an ongoing conflict between 
plane, object and space.

To lend honesty to the pictorial space and open the painterly window to the viewer, Sandri 
proposes a transformation of the pictorial tools as the actual space and environment. What is 
important is the perception of the site-specific image that should be viewed as a painting and 
not only as a collection of objects within the three-dimensional area. Rather, the scene in the 
actual room should be perceived as an image with depth and volume.

The image shall be experienced through a heightened intensity by the participant, movement 
within the space becomes a tool for painting whereby the image and perspective constantly 
change. Similar to a stage, the space or environment now serves as an image-carrier, the 
composition as the plane, the matter as bodies, the light as a source. The pictorial space as 
actual space can visualize the paintings components by giving immediacy and authenticity 
without losing its materiality and visual message. With the participant involved, the perception 
within the painting becomes essential, connected directly with the reality of human experi-
ence.

Text: Monika Annen, BALTSprojects

Eight Canvas – One Painting



Untitled (Composition with 12 Canvas and 2 Colours) 
Gesso and alkyd enamel on canvas
160 × 125 × 3.5 cm
2016

Untitled (Composition with 7 Canvas and 2 Colours)
Gesso and alkyd enamel on canvas
160 × 125 × 3.5 cm
2016

UNFIXED POSITIONS
Group exhibition
BALTSprojects, Zürich (CH)
18 – 20 March 2016 



UNTITLED (TO)
Solo exhibition
Galerie Lisa Kandlhofer, Wien (AT)
12 February –14 May 2016

Untitled (to E.K.), Untitled (to P.M.)
Acrylic on canvas
150 × 120 × 4.5 cm each
2016

Untitled (to A.C.)
Acrylic on canvas
200 × 150× 4.5 cm
2016



A SCULPTURE OF MARMALADE IS A SCULPTURE. BUT IT ISN’T MARMALADE
with Kyra Tabea Balderer
Kunstplattform akku, Emmenbrücke / Lucerne (CH)
13 March – 3 May 2015

Untitled (Compositions with Canvas and Colours) 
Gesso and alkyd enamel on canvas (1, 2, 4), Two-components lacquer on canvas (3) 
195 × 125 cm each 
2015



Contact, Education, Gallery contacts and Collections

*29 / 10 / 1979, Uster, Switzerland
Patric Sandri works and lives in Zurich (CH)

CONTACT

Studio Patric Sandri
Hohlstrasse 400
8048 Zurich (CH)
+41 (0)76 592 25 40
www.patricsandri.com
info@patricsandri.com

EDUCATION

2012 MA, Royal College of Art, London 
2007 Diplom, HGK Luzern

GALLERIES

Annarumma Gallery, Naples (IT) 
www.annarumma.net
info@annarumma.net

Å+, Berlin (DE) 
www.åplus.de 
hagen@åplus.de

COLLECTIONS

Art collection of the City of Zurich (CH)
Esposito Collection, Naples (IT)
Collezione Imago Mundi (IT)
hibou Stiftung art collection (CH)
Yuan Art Collection, Lucerne (CH)
Private collections in Austria, France, Germany, Italy, Lebanon, Netherlands, Switzer-
land, UK, U.S.A



Selected Exhibitions

2023

Untitled 05, galerie mathias mayr, Innsbruck (AT) (group)
Abstracta, Annarumma Gallery, Neaples (IT) (group)
Arsenal 23, Kunstverein Uster, Uster (CH) (group)
artgenève, Palexpo, Geneva (CH) (group)

2022

Ohne Titel, Museum Allerheiligen, Schaffhausen (CH) (group)
Von den Dingen, Kunsthalle Luzern, Lucerne (CH) (group)
artgenève, Palexpo, Geneva (CH) (group)

2021

Light Unlocked, Rocket Gallery, London (UK) (group)
Patric Sandri, Alte Brennerei, Solothurn CH) (solo)
Benefiz Kunst-Auktion in cooperation with Sotheby›s, Vienna (AT) (group)
artgenève, Palexpo, Geneva (CH) (group)

2020

Transpositions, multipleart, Zurich (CH) (solo)
Me, You, Myself, Yourself, I and You, Vebikus Kunsthalle Schaffhausen (CH) 
artgenève, solo presentation, Geneva (CH) (solo)

2019

Neue Staffel, Å+, Berlin (DE) (with Roman Gysin) 
Grosse Regionale, AlteFabrik, Rapperswil (CH)
Chroma, WIP, Beirut (LB) (group)
White works, 57W57ARTS, New York (US) (group)
artgenève, Palexpo, Geneva (CH) (group)

2018

Filter, Å+, Berlin (DE) (s)
Three Three Three, KORE Contemporary, Bern (CH) (solo)
XYZ, FAQ, Basel (CH) (solo)

2017

Paint(h)ings, Galerie Lisa Kandlhofer, Vienna (AT) (solo)
50/50, Ultrastudio, Pescara (IT) (solo)
Frank Piasta & Patric Sandri, multipleart, Zurich (CH) (with Frank Piasta)
Werk-  & Auslandatelierstipendien Stadt Zurich, Helmhaus Zurich, Zurich (CH) (group)
Matter / Non-Matter, Museum Angra do Heroismo (MAH) (Azores, PT) (group) 
Bender Schwinn Projekt Zwei, Galerie Renate Bender, Munich (DE) (group) 
Micro Salon#7, galerie l’inlassable, Paris (FR) (group)
Song No1, No.Stereo Contemporary, Lissabon (PT) (group)

2016 

Between Numbers and Poems, Annarumma Gallery, Naplesl ( IT) (solo)
Eight Canvas – One Painting, BALTSprojects, Zurich (CH) (solo)
Untitled (to), Galerie Lisa Kandlhofer, Vienna (AT) (solo)
Interspaces, Kiosk Tabak, Zurich (CH) (solo)
Through Painting, Lokal Int., Biel (CH) (with Simone Holliger)
Another Spray, Häusler Contemporary Zurich, Zurich (CH) (group)
If Walls are Trembling, Galerie Lisa Kandlhofer, Vienna (AT) (group)

2015 

Walks, Lokal 14, Zurich (CH) (solo)
A Sculpture of Marmalade is a Sculpture. But it isn’t Marmalade
Kunstplattform akku Emmenbrücke / Lucerne (CH) (with Kyra Tabea Balderer)
Retortenbaby, Künstlerhaus Vienna, Vienna (AT) (group) 
SOS – Self Organized Systems, 2nd Tbilisi Triennial, Tbilisi (GEO) (group)  
!Champagne!, BeatTricks, Milano (IT) (group)



2021

Project Grant, Fachstelle Kultur Kanton Zurich (CH)
PArt Fond, Spiegelberger Kunststiftung (DE)
Covid-19 Work Scholarship, Stadt Zurich Kultur (CH)

2020

hibou - Stiftung Award (CH)
Grant, Fondazione Silene Giannini (CH)

2019

Project Grant, Fachstelle Kultur Kanton Zurich (CH)

2018

Project Grant, Pro Helvetia (CH)
Project Grant, Minerva Kunststiftung (CH)
Project Grant, Marti Clerici Stiftung (CH)

2017

Residency, Re.act 2017, Azores (PT)

2016

Project Grant, Dr. Georg und Josi Guggenheim-Stiftung (CH) 
Project Grant, Stadt Zurich Kultur (CH)
Project Grant, Fachstelle Kultur Kanton Zurich (CH) 
Project Grant, Fachstelle Kultur Kanton Zurich (CH) 

2015 

Project Grant, Bundeskanzleramt Österreich (BKA) (AT) 
Project Grant, Marti Clerici Stiftung (CH) 
Project Grant, Stadt Salzburg (AT) 

2014

Sasso residency (CH)

2012

 Bursary, Marti Clerici Stiftung (CH) 
 Bursary, Minerva Kunststiftung (CH)

2011

 Varley Award, London (UK) 
Bursary,  Atdta Stiftung (CH)
Royal College of Art Bursary (UK) 

2010

Bursary, Manuela Geiger Stiftung
Royal College of Art Bursary (UK)

Grants, Bursaries and Residencies



2023

Ohne Titel - Junge Malerei aus Süddeutschland und der Deutschschweiz
Editors: Ch. Bauer & J. Denzler, ISBN 978-3-86833-327-5, modo Verlag

2022

Kunst für Zürich, Kunstankäufe der Stadt 2011–2021: Editors: B. Basting & R. Brück-
ner, ISBN 978-3-03942-103-9, Scheidegger & Spiess Verlag, Zurich
PArt Interview: PArt Talk with Patric Sandri and Alexandra Karg
Luzerner Zeitung: Von den Dingen at Kunsthalle Luzern

2021

Slanted Magazine #38 — Colours, Publisher Slanted Publishers, ISSN: 1867-6510 
New Exhibitions: Light Unlocked at Rocket Gallery
Artrabbit: Light Unlocked at Rocket Gallery

2020

Parnass Kunstmagazin: Solo exhibition Patric Sandri | gallery multipleart 
Artmirror: Patric Sandri at gallery multipleart
ANTI(MATERIA): TRANSPOSITIONS con obra Patric Sandri en multipleart
Museum im Bellpark Kriens: Patric Sandri, «Transpositions»
Daily Lazy: Patric Sandri & Adam Thompson at Vebikus Kunsthalle / Schaffhausen
Artmirror: Me, you, myself, yourself, I and you
artlikeyou: Patric Sandri & Adam Thompson – Me, you, myself, yourself, I and you

2019

arttv.ch: Kunst(Zeug)Haus und Alte Fabrik | Grosse Regionale
Tzvetnik: ‘New Season’ by Roman Gysin and Patric Sandri at Å+, Berlin
Artmirror: Roman Gysin and Patric Sandri: ‹Neue Staffel
ARTODAY: Inteview by Federico Montagna

2018

Daily Lazy: Patric Sandri at KORE Contemporary / Bern (M. Pasto)

Young Space.com: Filter: Patric Sandri @ Åplus (Berlin, DE) (K. Mothes) 
Blouin Artinfo: ‘Couples & Relationships’ at Galería Combustíon Espontánea, Madrid
NEO2 Magazine: La Naturaleza versus tu Iphone (M. Borrás)

2017

Collezione da Tiffany: Diario Scaligero Prova di carattere die ArtVerona (N. Maggi) 
ArtVerona Catalogue: 13 Ediozione Art Project Fair, Printed by Mediaprint Verona
Art Research Map: Re_Act Contemporary Art Laboratory (C.Vaz)
Sotheby’s: Benefiz Auktion:CS Hospiz Rennweg Wien, Wien (AT) (M. Schmidt-Ott)
Ultrastudio presents Patric Sandri (Video directed by E. Mambella)
Bender Sschwinn Projekt Zwei, Herausgegeben in München (DE) (K. Brauch)
GalleriesNow: Patric Sandri, PAINT(H)INGS, Galerie Kandlhofer, Vienna 
A Raw Tip: 50/50, Patric Sandri, Guest #5, Ultrastudio, Pescara, Italy (V. della Corte)
Widewalls: Galerie Lisa Kandlhofer presents the Art of Patric Sandri and J. E. Leary
Art Verge: Confronted with Patric Sandri’s visual enigmas (Y. Kostarias)

2016

Young Space.com: Patric Sandri (K. Mothes) 
Parnass Magazin (3/16): Kunst- und Kulturraum Zuerich: Patric Sandri (S. Aigner) 
Daily Lazy: Patric Sandri at BALTS/Zurich (Daily Lazy) 
Widewalls: Purified ideas of Patric Sandri opening at LisaBird Contemporary
Hochparterre (4 / 16): Minimale Interventionen (L. Glanzmann) 
Aujourd’hui Daily: Patric Sandri – Untitled (to), LisaBird Contemporary (M. Pastò) 
Artfridge: Interview: Patric Sandri (J. Dehm) 
Looking at Painting, Vol. 2, published in Leeds (UK), ISBN: 978-0-9930638-1-7,  
Publisher: Jessie Churchill
A Raw Tip: Patric Sandri in conversation with Vincenzo della Corte

2015 

Art Viewer: !Champagne! at BeatTricks (F. Acal, D. de Chirico) 
Aujourd’hui Daily: !Champagne! at BeatTricks (M. Pastò) 
Kunstbulletin: Kyra T. Balderer, Patric Sandri 5 / 2015
Up & Coming: Quartalskuratorin Q1 / 2015: Felicity Lunn (F. Lunn)

Press, Media Reports and Publications (selection)

https://www.parnass.at/ausstellungen/solo-exhibition-patric-sandri-gallery-multipleart?fbclid=IwAR2IIlPx6S4J9jtUOd2f7bJelakwHA0mIjKe-AD91kyzRM1x70JOcr8PXZc
http://artmirror.org/exhibitions/536-patric-sandri-at-gallery-multipleart%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR12Erg2tb4p1X09I_z-rfN66PJRZ8Tkcg9s60UZs-vqL6w3-EhVOfNyBLg
https://anti-materia.org/eyecandy-1/2020/6/4/semana-2242-transpositions?fbclid=IwAR02NCNDCP8DHL7lzg3akkKI_2pGsKtj0QHPE2TG_3_afK7qfVba6AyE41o
https://www.bellpark.ch/walkie-talkie-70-mittwoch-27-mai-2020-patric-sandri/
http://www.daily-lazy.com/2020/04/patric-sandri-adam-thompson-at-vebikus.html?fbclid=IwAR09cuJYoqg2aMB9mlewULjkZOBOoW3HpfeD3a0sUbSJWUJaXS1mAQuO4Do#more
http://www.artmirror.org/exhibitions/514-me-you-myself-yourself-i-and-you?fbclid=IwAR0dnyEj9fpiCkCmVP6l6ssW954XCVZ1rirYsrrfx-N0f43s9mhNdwAp_Zc
https://likeyou.com/events/patric-sandri-adam-thompson-me-you-myself-yourself-i-and-you/
https://www.arttv.ch/kunst/kunstzeughaus-und-alte-fabrik-grosse-regionale/
https://tzvetnik.online/portfolio_page/roman-gysin-patric-sandri-at-a/?fbclid=IwAR16N1PCPGU2ENSruNKx78-T8U6rzeOdu0duDUMbi6YMbxLpv5RCpL11du4
http://artmirror.org/exhibitions/412-roman-gysin-and-patric-sandri-neue-staffel?fbclid=IwAR25I7rcDPpHTdk96UOPVVya3HKfPavb_ckDOX4kNcBzDXj8UlC9TyQxbnk
http://artoday.it/patric-sandri
http://www.daily-lazy.com/2018/07/patric-sandri-at-kore-contemporary-bern_5.html#more
https://www.yngspc.com/exhibitions/2018/05/filter-patric-sandri-aplus-berlin-de/
https://www.neo2.com/la-naturaleza-versus-iphone/
http://www.collezionedatiffany.com/reportage-artverona-2017/
http://artresearchmap.com/exhibitions/react-contemporaryartlaboratory/
https://www.yumpu.com/de/document/view/59409363/de-benefitz-katalog
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1913806075533729
http://www.patricsandri.com/BenderSchwinnProjekt2_Katalog_Web.pdf
https://www.galleriesnow.net/shows/patric-sandri-painthings/
http://arawtip.blogspot.com/2017/05/5050-patric-sandri-guest-5-ultrastudio.html?m=1
https://www.widewalls.ch/magazine/patric-sandri-james-english-leary-art-lisa-kandlhofer
https://art-verge.com/confronted-with-patric-sandris-visual-enigmas/
http://www.patricsandri.com/PARNASS_03_2016.pdf
http://www.daily-lazy.com/2016/07/patric-sandri-at-balts-zurich.html
https://www.widewalls.ch/magazine/patric-sandri-exhibition-lisabird-contemporary
https://www.hochparterre.ch/nachrichten/design/blog/post/detail/neonpigmente/1460557314/
http://www.artfridge.de/2016/03/interview-patric-sandri.html
http://lookingatpainting.co.uk/publications/looking-at-painting-volume-2/
http://lookingatpainting.co.uk/publications/looking-at-painting-volume-2/
https://artviewer.org/champagne-at-beattricks/
http://www.patricsandri.com/patricsandri_07_Kunstbulletin_2015.pdf

